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Casa Marin 

 

In the Valley of San Antonio, one can find one of the most beautiful vineyards of  

Chile’s coastal range: Casa Marin. The brand of Casa Marin not only is associated 

with premium wines and beautiful terroir right next to the Pacific Ocean, but it  

also is a living prove of how women in Chile are becoming a relevant and strong 

influence in the “manly” world of wine. The vineyards’ owner and wine maker Maria  

de la Luz Marin was a pioneer in the valley, who stubbornly fought for her vision of 

making premium wines where everybody was highly reluctant to do so. Today, Casa 

Marin offers some of the best wines in the country and allows the visitors to the  

vineyard to explore its facilities from a different angle, where the taste of the wine is 

essential as well as an extraordinary story of passion and persistence when  

following ones’ dreams. 

 

 



 
 

Cooking Classes in Valparaiso and Santiago 

 

If you love the possibility of been involved in Chile’s cooking culture you will be 

thrilled with our new addition! We have the perfect Chilean culinary adventure 

tailored for you: Cooking classes in Valparaiso and Santiago have arrived to Latitud 

90’s grill of activities offering you the opportunity to learn firsthand and in a very 

dynamic way how to prepare the main dishes of our typical gastronomy. Starting 

with choosing your own ingredients by visiting the local market full of locals, to 

continue with the preparation of pisco sours, empanadas and Chilean Pebre plus the 

entrée, main course and dessert selected by its participants, all delicious menus 

based on Classic Chilean gastronomy, simple recipes that will return with you to your 

family and friends full of excitement. Find them on our online tariff as: 

 

Exc. Valparaiso with Chilean Cooking Classes SCLFD0071 PVT 

Exc. Chilean Haute cuisine Flight SCLHD0046 PVT 

Exc. Chilean Cuisine Cooking Classes VAPHD009 SIB 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

APEC 2019 

 

Chilean government just confirmed two of our favourite destinations as 

headquarters of APEC 2019. Puerto Varas and Santiago would be hosting the 

meetings which main focus is to liberate and facilitate commerce and investments 

between all the participants’ countries. Sadly, this for us means that availability and 

services might be higher in demand causing a rise in prices or not availability at all. 

We will keep you informed exact dates and the impact of this summit in our 

operations. For further information, please contact your booking executive. 

 

Lago Grey 

 

Installed In a breathtaking place, surrounded by one of the most beautiful places in 

the world conformed by rivers, lakes and forest. Hotel Lago Grey is the perfect place 

to spend your adventurous journey in the middle of the Patagonia. Offering high 

quality services along with the most amazing views of Torres del Paine National Park 

in all its glory, providing you a unique experience. Equipped with 30 superior rooms 

overlooking the lake and glacier, and 30 in spacious standard rooms offering the 

most comfortable stay along with excellent service and delicious drinks specialties 

and cuisine unforgettable in their restaurant, bar & lounge giving you the 

opportunity to enjoy the warmth of Patagonia and the wonderful views that 

incredible Patagonia has to offer. 

 



 
 

Hyatt Centric 

 

A new hotel has joined our grill of services, providing the perfect mixture between 

business and pleasure. With 166 rooms categorized in Standard, Standard view and 

junior suite, strategically located in the middle of the financial area of Santiago, El 

Golf neighbourhood, providing the perfect location for encounter important 

meetings but as well good access to get to know Santiago as a whole, giving you the 

chance of a customized visit according on your requirements. 

 

 

 


